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The Red Sword of Allah
It's raw, profane, offensive, bizarre. It's not politically correct or warm and fuzzy. It's real. How did police officers do their jobs four decades ago during
some of the nation's most turbulent and violent times? These aren't one-dimensional Hollywood characters. They're society's soldiers, real people cut from
whole cloth. They try to help when they can, bristle when they're insulted, retaliate when they're attacked, bleed when they're injured, laugh when they're
amused (sometimes inappropriately) and get ready for the next shift. Without bulletproof vests, portable radios and other equipment considered essential
today, often riding alone, they developed a "One riot-one ranger" mentality by necessity. This book will put you beside some of them, sometimes inside
their heads-om radio calls, both mundane and life-threatening, in interrogations, in hostage situations, undercover arrests, investigating burglaries,
robberies, rapes and murders. These are the type of stories cops share with each other-stories of comedy, tragedy, chaos and the endless uniqueness of
human behavior. These are some of the experiences that make them what they are, for better and worse. The experiences that forever change them, that set
them apart from the rest of us, that make them a brotherhood closer than most brothers.

Fleet of Minds
Chelsea L. Rice's debut work, including her first collections of poetry and short fiction.

Eyes of the Soul
Please Heal the Doctor
The fantastic world of Rondo can be perilous, but Leo and Mimi know they can't keep away. They have to play their part in the continuing battle to keep
Rondo safe from their deadly enemy, the remorseless Blue Queen. Plunging once more into the magic world within the antique music box, they are
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determined to stay out of trouble. But Rondo's spell soon draws them in, and their quest to find a missing wizard becomes something far more dangerous as
they try to track the Blue Queen's henchman, Spoiler, and confront an ancient terror lurking in the skies of the north. Filled with fun, excitement and
startling twists, this outstanding sequel to the highly acclaimed The Key to Rondo is as rich, surprising and irresistible as Rondo itself.

Where Love Goes
I think everyone at times wishes they could be a child again and just play games like hide and seek. Not having to worry about what is going on with the
world and what tomorrow will bring. I doubt what we were thinking about as children is the same as a boy named Devan. This story is about an incredible
boy that is trying to understand the world around him and the changes within his world. Sometimes change can be good, but then again change can be a bad
thing. -D. J. Hoffman

The Booze Route
Evening Street Review is published in the spring and fall of every year by Evening Street Press. United States subscription rates are $24 for one year and
$44 for two years (individuals), and $32 for one year and $52 for two years (institutions). ISBN: 978-1-937347-06-2 Evening Street Review is centered on
the belief that all men and women are created equal, that they have a natural claim to certain inalienable rights, and that among these are the rights to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. With this center, and an emphasis on writing that has both clarity and depth, it practices the widest eclecticism.
Evening Street Review reads submissions of poetry (free verse, formal verse, and prose poetry) and prose (short stories and creative nonfiction) year round.
Submit 3-6 poems or 1-2 prose pieces at a time. Payment is one contributor’s copy. Copyright reverts to author upon publication. Response time is 2-3
months. Please address submissions to Editors, 7652 Sawmill Rd., #352, Dublin, OH 43016-9296. Email submissions are also acceptable, and may be sent
to the following address as attached Microsoft Word or RTF files: editor@eveningstreetpress.com. For submission guidelines, subscription information,
selected works, and news, please visit our website at www.eveningstreetpress.com. Cover: Courage. Some women and some men in Pakistan remembering
the death by assassination of the first woman prime minister of a Muslim country, Benazir Bhutto, 12/27/2007. Islamabad, capital of Pakistan, 12/27/2011.
Behind them, ruins in the city of Hamburg, Germany, from Allied bombing, 1944. © Copyright 2012 by Evening Street Press. All rights revert to author
upon publication.

Just Tell Her to Stop
I have bought so many books, but what I like about yours is that it offers something different. It's like no other book that I read. Typically, we have the
'clinical books' and then the books written by the sufferers detailing their experiences. But the experiences, stories and tips from the parents were wonderful.
You were able to weave your research with the experiences and stories. Your research information was not overwhelming - just enough. The stories were
great!. Book jacket.
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The Conservator
Evening Street Review Number 6
Against the Winds
Historically, short stories were a rich source of successful movies and significant films. Classics such as Rear Window, High Noon, Psycho, All About Eve,
and Blade Runner began as short stories. Unfortunately, many of the major venues for discovering new talent—The Saturday Evening Post, Colliers, and
Mademoiselle—are gone. Today, short stories are again becoming an important basis for major motion pictures and television, with films such as Brokeback
Mountain, Good Will Hunting, and Minority Report. One reason short stories are making a Hollywood comeback is Next Stop Hollywood, an organization
dedicated to finding both new talent and terrific material. This volume, selected by more than sixty movie-buff readers and advised by an editorial board of
Hollywood insiders, picks up where those magazines left off. These very same stories may be at a theater near you in the near future. For anyone who has
been disappointed by the movies of our day compared to those of the Golden Era of Hollywood, refresh yourself with these exciting short stories, and the
possibilities they hold.

Can't Stop Believing
The Wizard of Rondo
Konahamru is telling the story of the Great Yamanaka, but what happens when the past catches up with reality? What hidden secrets are revealed between
Yamanaka and Konahamru? This is a spiritual story that deals with the struggles of everyday life and the gambles of truth. This story captures the life of
Yamanaka and those that have helped her with her endeavors. The beauty of nature is a powerful thing for Yamanaka. She lives off the land with no
boundaries, while trying to cope with different mysteries throughout her life.

The Churchman
Bus Stop
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Loving from a Pure Heart is a Christ-centered curriculum for those who struggle with the pain of dysfunctional relationships. It explores the faces of
dysfunctional relationships, covering topics like distorted senses of reality, distorted senses of responsibility, control issues, chronic loneliness, and
woundedness. It looks at roots of dysfunction, exploring topics like love hunger, addictions, abuse, legalism, and shame bound families. It provides tools for
overcoming dysfunction by understanding the call of God to love as He loves and heart issues that hinder that. It talks about the art of building mutual
relationships, loving in difficult circumstances, and understanding the love of God and living in light of that love. If you desire healthier, more meaningful
relationships this book would be beneficial and can be used in private study, in counseling settings, or support group settings. Wendy J. Mahill is a member
of the AACC, a lay counselor at Riverlakes Community Church in Bakersfield, California, and director of Passionate Heart Ministry. She's written three
other books: Growing a Passionate Heart designed to help Survivors of childhood sexual abuse, Growing a Courageous Heart designed to help women
struggling with eating disorders, and Embracing a Feeling Heart designed to help people understand the role emotions play in their lives. For more
information visit: www.passionateheartministry.com. Nancy Keller has been a licensed Marriage and Family Therapist in private practice since 2001. She
resides in Bakersfield, California and has a passion to help people become emotionally healthy, She works with people suffering from childhood sexual
victimization, depression, anxiety, loss, relationship issues, and those whose spouses struggle with sexual addiction. She leads a L.I.F.E. Group for women
whose husbands with sexual addictions and/or infidelity. Nancy trains and equips leaders of Passionate Heart Ministry and enjoys sharing her own personal
journey overcoming the effects of sexual abuse.

Danger in Plain Sight
The Overland Monthly
Krubi's Dreamtime
The Real Policeman
From the author of To Die For comes this poignant, stirring, and occasionally hilarious story of a woman's attempt to remake her life after a searing divorce.
Maynard's novel captures love as one approaches middle age in contemporary America.

Next Stop Hollywood
September 11, 2001 was a wake-up call for the United States. Now, years later, people are getting sick and dying from what seems like any and all
processed foods with each victim having differing symptoms. The food supply has been poisoned by an underground army of terrorists who have been
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working in the country's food industry. The Director of Homeland Security has called in Dr. Bradford Wilson to help head the effort to battle the unknown
attackers. Any food that has been processed or handled in the nation's food industry is now becoming a symbolic "last meal" and Brad must find out the
"who, what, how and why" of the deadly attack. As Brad leads the investigation, the fight becomes personal and draws him into an anger and hatred where
he finds that anyone can become a killer. In time, the country finds the answers and begins to turn the tide, only to discover that this attack was but a
precursor to the death stroke of the Red Sword of Allah that is now coming straight at them. They are now faced with saving the entire human race. The
foretold Islamic "Apocalypse" is now a reality.

The Mysteries of Life
Someone to Run With
Includes the decisions of the Supreme Courts of Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi, the Appellate Courts of Alabama and, Sept. 1928/Jan.
1929-Jan./Mar. 1941, the Courts of Appeal of Louisiana.

The Second Sister
Decisions and Orders of the National Labor Relations Board
THE STORY: In the middle of a howling snowstorm, a bus out of Kansas City pulls up at a cheerful roadside diner. All roads are blocked, and four or five
weary travelers are going to have to hole up until morning. Cherie, a nightclub chanteuse in a

True Women
When Nevada Britain agrees to give ex-convict Cord McDowell a piece of land that their families have been fighting over for a hundred years if he will
marry her, neither of them expects to fall in love.

Please Stop Laughing at Us . . .
Earnest, awkward, and painfully shy, sixteen-year-old Assaf is having the worst summer of his life. With his big sister gone to America and his best friend
suddenly the most popular kid in their class, Assaf worries away his days at a lowly summer job in Jerusalem city hall and spends his evenings alone,
watching television and playing games on the Internet. One morning, Assaf's routine is interrupted by an absurd assignment: to find the owner of a stray
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yellow lab. Meanwhile, on the other side of the city, Tamar, a talented young singer with a lonely, tempestuous soul, undertakes an equally unpromising
mission: to rescue a teenage drug addict from the Jerusalem underworld . . . and, eventually, to find her dog. Someone to Run With is the most popular
work to date from "a writer who has been, for nearly two decades, one of the most original and talented . . . anywhere" (The New York Times Book
Review), a bestseller hailed by the Israeli press (and reform politicians such as Shimon Peres) for its mixture of fairy-tale magic, emotional sensitivity, and
gritty realism. The novel explores the life of Israeli street kids-whom Grossman interviewed extensively for the novel-and the anxieties of family life in a
society racked by self-doubt. Most of all, it evokes the adventure of adolescence and the discovery of love, as Tamar and Assaf, pushed beyond the limits of
childhood by their quests, find themselves, and each other.

The Croppy
A New York Times Bestseller Brady Bledsoe and his mother, Carmyn, have a strong relationship. A single mother, faithful churchgoer, and the owner of
several successful Atlanta beauty salons, Carmyn has devoted herself to her son and his dream of becoming a professional football player. Brady has always
followed her lead, including becoming a member of the church's "Celibacy Circle." Now, in his senior year at college, the smart and very handsome Brady
is a lead contender for the Heisman Trophy and a spot in the NFL. As sports agents hover around Brady, a beautiful and charming cheerleader named
Barrett enters the picture. Barrett is set on seducing Brady and getting a piece of his multimillion-dollar future. But is that all she wants from him? Is she
acting alone? In a story that combines football, family, faith and secrets, Just Too Good to Be True is a sweeping novel that proves once and again why E.
Lynn Harris is a bestselling author. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Records and Briefs New York State Appellate Division
Southern Reporter
Libby Morgan never wanted to return to Lancaster County. She'd made her own life in the city as a news photographer, leaving the slow pace of Amish
country behind. She'd left love behind, too, when she fled the old-fashioned ways of Adam Byler. But when a friend in trouble beckons, Libby knows she
has no choice. What she doesn't know is that something sinister awaits her…. For Adam Byler, the traditional ways convey safety and order. As police chief
of Springville, the former marine strives to keep the peace between the Amish and their modern "Englischer" neighbors—and he will not allow Libby's
beauty to distract him from his duties. But when an innocent woman is attacked, they'll confront a danger more threatening than their growing passion.

Home Magazine
Confirmed atheist Jill McGavock faces the mental deterioration of her brilliant mother. In a quest to cope with this devastating situation, Jill seeks out
philosophy professor Sam Hunt. Savvy Sam challenges Jill to make "Pascal's wager" -- to "bet" that God exists by acting as if he does. The results not only
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change Jill's mind but transform her life in ways she never could have imagined. An exciting, faith-building thriller!

Pascal's Wager
Marti Lumbard Johnson is a 35-year-old schoolteacher from Baton Rouge, Louisiana, who—after his father committed suicide twenty years ago—changed his
name from Martin to Marti because he did not want to bear the name of a man who he believed was a coward. Yet Marti has spent much of his life
subscribing to lessons and views instilled in him by his father, one of which is his questioning the existence of God. When his co-worker of nearly four
years, Leslie Mitchell, turned best friend, and consequently, the woman with whom he has fallen in love, yet who has never expressed any romantic notions
toward him, comes back from summer vacation a Christian, Marti is forced to confront his own spirituality. However, he first finds distraction in the lovely
Sasha, a beautiful woman who is ten years his junior. Marti is the story of divorce and estrangement and forgiveness and most especially, love, the need and
desire for love—the love of a good woman, love of family, and the love of God.

American Motherhood
The Northwestern Reporter
Take a journey through the true and compelling life story of five year old Terri Parker. Brace yourself through waves of mental, emotional and physical
abuse as Terri yearns to be Loved' only to find herself sucked into the embodiment of hatred, deceit,depression and self destruction throughout her
childhood and into her adult life, This story will cause you to question the frailty of the human spirit and the power of spiritual faith. How much can the
human spirit endure? What is her true purpose? Why did it take a near death experience to deliver her from hell's grip? Why was she sent to Heaven's door
and returned? Will her continued journey on earth earn her the keys to open the gateway to her spiritual rebirth?

Devan
Everything that meant anything to Dr. Janet Washington was wiped out in a single day. After the ten-year devastation, she swore she would regain control
of her life, only this time her way. Her resentment caused her to spew venom at anyone who crossed her path, especially her staff member, Pamela Scott.
Why? Because Pamela had everything Janet believed God snatched from her, including her faith. She built a web of bitterness to protect her pain, but gets
tangled in her own trap when she meets Michael, a good-looking man twenty years her junior. Every day, this prominent psychiatrist treats mental illness,
yet she fails to realize that she herself is in need of more help than any of her patients. Pamelas spiritual discernment reveals that the doctor is in serious
trouble and in need of prayer. At rock bottom and with no one else to turn to, Janet turns to Pamela, the very person she despises, and then her healing
begins.
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Verdigris Deep
Kaylene Scott falls in love with part-Aboriginal, Todd Wilson, in the South Australian desert, and they travel down to Victoria's Gippsland District to marry
and refurbish a derelict caravan park in a coastal fishing village. They ignore a tribal Elder's warning of tribal revenge for flaunting the law in a mixed race
marriage. Kaylene has learnt to adapt to her husband's Dreamtime Legends, but finds herself on the receiving end of racial prejudice from her Caucasian
counterparts, and they are soon embroiled in murder and a kidnapping case, when Todd's past love, the beautiful Sapphire, invades their life, causing
mystery and intrigue. Kaylene soon finds she has her own style of Dreamtime, surrounded by the forgotten past of the historical Port, where the first
Governor of Victoria once resided, and history refuses to remain buried.

Loving from a Pure Heart
THE INSPIRATION FOR THE HALLMARK HALL OF FAME FILM CHRISTMAS EVERLASTING! From New York Times bestselling author Marie
Bostwick comes an emotionally rich, inspiring novel about family, second chances—and the connections that bring women together in hope and healing
Years of long workdays and little sleep as a political campaigner are about to pay off now that Lucy Toomey’s boss is entering the White House. But when
her estranged older sister, Alice, unexpectedly dies, Lucy is drawn back to Nilson’s Bay, her small, close-knit Wisconsin hometown. An accident in her
teens left Alice mentally impaired, and she was content to stay in Nilson’s Bay. Lucy, meanwhile, got out and never looked back. But now, to meet the
terms of Alice’s eccentric will, Lucy has taken up temporary residence in her sister’s cottage—and begins to see the town, and Alice’s life, anew. Alice’s
diverse group of friends appears to have little in common besides an interest in quilting. Yet deep affection for Alice united them and soon Lucy, too, is
brought into the fold as they share problems and stories. And as she finds warmth and support in this new circle, Lucy begins to understand this will be her
sister’s enduring gift—a chance to move beyond her difficult past, and find what she has long been missing “Beautiful, thought-provoking, tragic and
redeeming, The Second Sister is a feel-good goldmine.” —USAToday “Fans of Debbie Macomber and Robyn Carr will enjoy this warm, witty novel of
rediscovery and personal growth.” —Booklist

Just Too Good to Be True
October 6, 1927 - On a quiet afternoon in Eden Park, Cincinnati, Imogene, a beautiful society lady, is shot and killed by her husband, the notorious
bootlegger George Remus. After spending a quiet moment over the body, Remus returns to his car and directs his driver to the police station, where he turns
himself in. Shocked and fascinated by this horrible murder, the country gears up for a sensational trial. The man known as 'the king of the bootleggers'
against Chief Prosecutor Charlie Taft, the youngest son of the former president. The facts are clear, the truth less so. What happened to Remus' $80 million
fortune, which disappeared while he was imprisoned on a minor charge? Why did George Remus murder his wife, the blue-blooded beauty once known as
the Jazz Bird, who had struggled to free him from prison? And what of Charles Dodge, the federal agent who pursued Remus with such zeal, only to
become desperately entangled with his wife? Was the Jazz Bird at the centre of this complicated love triangle or an innocent victim of circumstances
beyond her control?
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The Jazz Bird
"Surprises aplenty in this highly charged tale of romantic suspense." --Booklist For a man with a past, the top isn't the safest place to be. . . Dark secrets and
a string of messy affairs haven't stopped self-made millionaire Jamison Jackson from becoming mayor of Atlanta. But while he may have a gorgeous new
wife and new alliances, he can't quite escape his past and those who want to see him fail. There's his jilted first wife, a lover he'd rather forget, and a
ruthless faction of old guard politicians and power lords who have no problem getting blood on their hands. And the fact that Jamison's ambitious current
wife, Val, schemed and blackmailed her way into his arms--despite his mother's not-so-subtle warnings--is far from the least of his problems. Because
everyone's got something to gain from Jamison's losses--and as the games begin, more than his career may be at stake. "Sex, politics, shady characters and
plenty of 'mama drama' to be had. A must-read!" --RT Book Reviews

His Third Wife
Records & Briefs New York State Appellate Division
The New York Times–bestselling author and anti-bullying activist offers “essential reading for teens, parents, and educators” (Booklist). Jodee Blanco
follows up her “courageous and honest” bestseller Please Stop Laughing at Me with a behind-the-scenes look at her career working against bullying in
schools. Intertwining stories from her own life as a once-bullied child, she tells of traveling far and wide, spreading the word to today’s students, and to
supply them, their parents, and their teachers, with the tools and skills needed to stop this behavior—whether it occurs in a middle school or a college dorm.
Persuasive and powerful, Please Stop Laughing at Us is both a revealing look at the realities of the problem—and a practical guide to solving it.

Marti
In the tradition of truly fantastic storytelling, Verdigris Deep is a darkly witty, utterly creepy and clever novel by Frances Hardinge, author of The Lie Tree.
Verdigris n. a blue-green rust that tarnishes ageing and forgotten copper coins, altering them entirely . . . One evening, Ryan and his friends steal some
coins from a well. Soon after, strange things begin to happen. Peculiar marks burn on Ryan's knuckles and light bulbs mysteriously explode. Then the well
witch appears, with her fountains for eyes and gargled demands. From now on the children must serve her – and the wishes rotting at the bottom of her
well. 'Everyone should read Frances Hardinge. Everyone. Right now' - Patrick Ness, author of A Monster Calls.
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